ANALYZE TEXTS, GAIN ANSWERS
Averbis stands for cutting edge technology in text analysis. We support companies worldwide in effectively searching through, structuring and profitably evaluating unstructured data. Through integration in your business processes, we help you lower costs, increase your productivity, make well-founded decisions and improved projections. Methodically, linguistics and semantics, statistic and hybrid search analysis processes are the core of our competency. Our excellent team is constantly working on new innovations to always give our customers a competitive edge.

80% of all business-relevant information is hidden in unstructured data.
With Averbis you can tap into this information and implement it profitably.

Strong companies trust Averbis
We analyze unstructured data, e.g. company data, patents, reports, eMails, news, social media data and research literature.

**Unstructured Data**

**Averbis taps into relevant information**

**Your advantages**

- Retrievable Information
- Well-founded decisions
- Time Savings
- Satisfied employees

**Products**

We analyze unstructured data, e.g. company data, patents, reports, eMails, news, social media data and research literature.

**Averbis Information Discovery** taps into hidden knowledge through its semantic functionalities, giving you a head start with information whenever decisions are to be made!

**Averbis Patent Analytics** supports you in portfolio analysis and patent landscaping by means of automatic classification of patents and a convenient semantic search functionality with very extensive filter possibilities.

**Averbis Social Media Analytics** analyzes news, websites, evaluations, comments, forum entries, Tweets and discussions, helping you in understanding your customers and markets and improving customer satisfaction.

**Averbis Research & Literature** analyzes and categorizes scientific publications and ensures you have constant access to state-of-the-art research. What are potential targets for new substances?

**Averbis Healthcare Analytics** allows you to search through medical documents according to diagnoses, symptoms, prescriptions and further criteria, our contribution to increased patient safety and new medical findings.